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in tall them. Coupling removal occasiona.J!ly
causes enough additional damage to the shafts to
necessitate their replacement anyway. We recommend that seal diameters be at least 285 Bhn
on all shafts unless wear leeves are lined. (See
Figures 8aand 8b.) Chrome plaling or induction
hardening isp.referred
by orne customers.
although those processes add to the turnaround
time. For severe-duty "wash down' environments, special seals, such as packing glands, are
well worth the extra expense.
We are still trying to develop better ways to
keep' water out. of the sump. Continuous caster
gearboxes are particularly prone to water contamination, even when fitted with expansion chambers rather than breather . A a result of that problem. the mills have reluctantly gone to trier preventive malntenance programs all those critical
drives. Through careful attention to details, such
as chrome plating. seal diameters and regularly
repainting the interior surfaces of the housing, we
have been able to lengthen the time between
rebuild by 50%. The most amazing thing to me
is how well the carburized bevel gears have held
u.p'after being lubricated with watered-down oil
Wn similar situations,tmoug'h-h.ardened
helical
gears destroy themselves in a maner of weeks.
Wear is a much more common "gear failure"
mode than tooth breakage 011 the drives that we
repair. As noted earlier. customers seldom react to
the appearance of pining. even on carbunzed
gears. Severe wear frequently produces a noticeable change in how the gearbox sounds and draws
the interest of the mechanics. Carburized gears
typically outlast several sets of bearings, unless
the bearings are allowed to deteriorate so far that
misalignment results in evere pining or tooth
breakage. In similar applications. through-hardened gears do not seem to hold up as well and are
more frequently replaced at the same time as the
bearings. The J:ongevityof through-hardened gear
set i adversely affected by the high face-todiameter ratios used ill some designs. which
make the sets prone to deflection-related load
distribution problems. In redesigning those gear
sets. we often use the additional capacity afforded
by changing to carbusized gearing to reduce the
face width, thereby reducing jhe face/diameter
ratio to more conservative levels.
Basic design problem. are relatively rare, bUI
when £heyoccur, the customer has to live with the
results for years. One installation we service has a
49: 1ratio. doable-reduction gearbox Lfla very tight.
location. The 7: I gear sets have face-to-diameter
mtios of over 2.0 and require replacement every J 8
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level
forcing
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of changing

requested their re-use.
2. Worn or pitted gears were not .changed unless authorized by the customer.
3. The "Overload" cB,tegory includes all tooth breakage and indications of plastic flow.
Frequently, the problem occurs when the process line "crashes: putting untcrasaan
loads on the gears, bearings and shafts.
4. The ~Inadequate Lube" category includes units with evidence of contamjnation .and
'general bearing/gear wear, The "low Oil Level" category was reserved lor cases of rol:atively sudden failure due to temporary lack at oil rather than long-term damage.
'5. The "Miscellaneous' category includes physical damag;e to the gearbDx by external
sources, leaks not related to seals, hand·of-assemblv changes, COlUplingchanges and
modification requests (See Figure 91.
6. The 'Preventive Maintenance" repairs are made, based upon previous expenience that
failure to do so on II regular basis will result in unplanned shutdowns.
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